
 

 

  

 

UKS – Murder Mystery Cybercrop 

6-8 Feb 2009 

 

Surprise,  Surprise 
 

Class Supply Lists: 

-1 each Daisy D’s feuillage, en fleur, bagatelle, 

chinoserie baroque and lipstick, ottoman and 
Capri 

-Small chipboard frames, bird, and off-cuts of 
chipboard for shapes. 

-Glossy accents for the bird 

-Black chipboard for the pages and covers. 

- Black cardstock for the tags and inners to 
the keepers. 

-1 1/4” red BIA o’wire (or book rings) 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

-Secret Keeper type A 

Cut 2 pieces of chipboard or cardstock to 
your required page size.  I used 6” x 5”.   

Measure in 1” from the end and cut through 
both pieces together to ensure they match 
exactly.   

Cut a piece of cardstock to 4” x 5 ½”.  
Sandwich between to the two 1” end pieces of 
the keeper. 

Place double sided tape (DST)  on the edges 
and carefully match up the two sides.  Insert 
your end piece and now decorate as required.  

 

Figure 1 

 



 -Secret Keeper type B 

-Cut 2 pieces of chipboard or cardstock to your 
page size.  I used 6” x 5 ½”. 

-Place on top of each other and cut through 
the centre of both pieces. 

-Using thin offcuts of cardstock, attach pieces 
around the outer edges.  

-Attach 2 small pieces at the centre opening 
next to these (these are the stops so that your 
secret keeper does not come apart.   

-Measure the inside area and cut a piece of 
cardstock shaped like Figure 4 and place this 
into one one of the sides, then carefully DST 
the other halves on top. 

-Decorate as you wish. 

 

Figure  2 

 

The Book: 

-My book is made of chipboard and quite chunky, so I have made 2 of the type A keeper and one 
of the type B secret keeper and then put plain chipboard pages between them.  I have added 
pockets and envelopes to these for hiding your stuff away! 

-NB.  If you are using chipboard and plan to bind your pages with the Bind It All, it is best to 
punch the pages individually, even the secret keepers, before you glue them together.  Cardstock 
won’t be a problem though. 

-Make up your covers using chipboard 5” x 6”. 

 

 

??Whodunnit?? 

Can you guess the designer 

from these clues? 

--Began scrapping on 

assignment in south Africa 

--Loves mini-books 

--52 years old going on 

27! 

--Married with one son in 

Uni 

 


